The EMEIA Tax Centre (ETC)

The EMEIA Tax Centre (ETC) operates as a hub of highly experienced tax professionals from across EMEIA with a primary focus on expanding our service capability and speed to market for Global 360 Accounts.

Designed to support and enhance the efforts of our EMEIA Region tax professionals in pursuit and client service activities, the ETC offers increased access to leading-edge thinking and truly borderless service for our clients.

Global Tax Desk Network

As competition in global markets becomes more intense, companies are under ever-increasing pressure to undertake cross-border transactions to expand their business structures internationally, either through organic growth or acquisition. This drive towards globalization means companies are increasing the number of transactions on which they need international tax advice to remain competitive. The Global Tax Desk Network can help add value to clients facing these challenges.

LatAm Tax Desk for EMEIA

The LABC is staffed by tax professionals from the most important economies in Latin America, who provide tax advice on business and investments in and through the region.

Our Desk is a real-time resource that our Tax Account Leaders (TALs) and other professionals can use to gain in-depth tax advice on the laws of the foreign desk’s home jurisdiction. With a central hub in London, it is ideally suited to assist local tax teams and TALs to develop tax-effective structuring of multi country transactions.

Our presence in EMEIA and strong links with the EY Global Tax Desk teams in the Americas and Asia-Pacific significantly differentiates us from our competition.
How can we help?

We can guide clients through the complex tax issues they face when engaged in international trading. Recent examples where clients have requested in-depth advice include:

► Advice on tax structuring, Permanent establishment issues, capital repatriation, mobility and other tax related issues.
► Cross-border investment and financing/refinancing structures.
► Business reorganizations and restructurings.
► Assistance with cross-border M&A and divestiture structuring.
► Post-merger Integrations.
► International treasury and cash flow planning (e.g., cash mobility, in-house banking, and foreign currency matters).
► Local country tax analysis (e.g., R&D and investment incentives, global taxation provisions, thin capitalization and withholding analysis).
► Holding company and income tax treaty analysis including withholding tax planning.
► Transfer pricing, business and asset migrations, and tax effective supply chain management (TESCM) projects.
► Integrated teams of LatAm tax professionals based in London providing real-time, multilingual assistance to EY clients and network.
► Individual meetings at client sites, conferences, global strategy sessions and think tanks.
► Parallel and coordinated services with our tax professionals based in EMEIA to provide well-rounded advice.

Benefits for Clients

The Global Tax Desk Network is available to support you and your clients by:

► Addressing one-off, local country queries or providing in-depth holistic advice on tax-efficiently structuring international transactions.
► Supplying real-time, multilingual advice through access to foreign tax specialists without time-zone restrictions that may otherwise apply.
► Working as multi country Desk teams from EMEIA and other EY Areas to provide more comprehensive answers than would likely be possible if the tax issues for each country were addressed solely by the country involved.
► Brainstorming the tax implications across the full range of business transactions from international tax strategies for single countries, to developing a global tax strategy, to offering a new idea or perspective on an issue.
► Supporting TALs and audit engagement teams with the review of multinational transactions as part of the audit of our Channel 1 tax provisions.
► Presenting at EY internal events and client facing events.
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